BEAUTY

Northern

Exposure

Once your holiday glow wears off, the
realities of winter skin sink in. With
the dryness, cold and wind, the season can
wreak havoc on your hair and complexion.
But a few starlets prove it doesn’t have to be
that way. Celeb beauty pros explain how to
get these looks at home. — Celia Shatzman

Steal winterproof tips from the pros
to stay glam all season long

MAINTAIN NATURAL, GORGEOUS LIPS

Anna Faris,
Mom

“ ‘No-makeup’ makeup is a superhot trend right now,” says celebrity
makeup artist Joanna Schlip, who works with Laura Linney, Sophia
Bush and Jessica Simpson. First, look at your mouth bare. If you
have naturally cherry-hued lips that look like they have a stain
on them, you need to get a neutral base first. Apply a light coat
of foundation, such as Laura Mercier Tinted Moisturizer [1]
or Physicians Formula Super BB Cream [2]. Then use a nude
liner, like Urban Decay 24/7 Glide-On Lip Pencil [3] in Naked.
Next, add a heavily pigmented nude gloss; try MAC Lipglass [4]
in Revealing. Keep the rest of the face soft; add just a simple glow
to cheeks with Nars Orgasm Blush [5].
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PROTECT SHINY, WAVY STRANDS
“My clients are constantly requesting loose waves to complement their red-carpet looks, and we’re seeing
this style as a huge trend both on and off the runways,” says Dove celebrity stylist Mark Townsend,
who counts Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, Reese Witherspoon and Jennifer Lawrence among his
many A-list regulars. To achieve loose waves at home, prep hair by washing with Dove Pure Care
Dry Oil shampoo and conditioner [6]. Next, apply Dove Oxygen Moisture Leave-In Foam from root
to ends to give the strands body and shine. Using a large, round brush, blow-dry in 4- to 5-inch
sections. When hair is dry, take a large-barrel curling iron and wrap 4-inch sections around the
iron. “Don’t open the iron and clamp the hair inside,” Townsend advises. “Wrap the hair away from
the face—this opens up the face and is flattering for everyone.” To give hair great texture and shine,
put a few drops of Dove Pure Care Dry Oil in your hands and pull them through the waves.

ENHANCE KILLER CHEEKBONES

Katharine
McPhee,
Scorpion
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“There are three things going on with those cheekbones: color,
contour and highlight,” Schlip says. To contour, suck in your cheeks.
Then, sweep a matte bronzer like Benefit’s Hoola [7] in the hollow
underneath the cheekbones. Next, apply color on the apples of
your cheeks by swirling it on. A peach or pink hue is best; try Nars
Blush [8] in Luster. Finally, place highlighter on top of the cheekbones.
“Look for one that glows—you don’t want sparkle,” says Schlip. Keep
the rest of your makeup fresh and light.
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Maggie Q,
Stalker
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